
Al O'ween's fang-tastic candy hunt

CLUE 1 CLUE 2

Shhh !! Don't tell anyone but 
ghosts also do clean their 

clothes!
Casper left your 1st clue when 

he last did his washing!
Can you find it?

Well done! You've found it! 
But will you find the next one???
It is hidden in the magic world of 

words....
Why don't you have a look in 

your favourite book?
13 is your lucky number.

Al O'Ween's Candy Hunt : 8 clue cards to cut out for a special candy hunt at home!

CLUE 3 CLUE 4

To make her magic potion, 
Cordelia the witch needs some 

fly eyes, toad drool
and a lock of hair!

So quick, put your hat on and 
teleport yourself in the kitchen!
Your next clue is somewhere in 

her cauldrons. 

Find the monster in chief, 
organiser of this candy hunt 

and tell him/her your best 
joke or show him/her your 
scariest funny face to get 

clue n° 4.
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CLUE 5 CLUE 6

To the next clue you go!
Ride a magic broom and put 

on your quickest shoes !
Who knows, maybe in there 
you will find your next clue!

The little devils have asked 
their friend the Candy 

Monster to hide clue n° 6!
He has a very sweet tooth, 
maybe you should peak into 

the snack cupboard...

CLUE 7 CLUE 8

Wilbur, the witch's 
mischiefous black cat, has 

stolen the next clue!
He loves napping on the living 
room's sofa, let's hope this is 

where he left clue n° 7!

Al O'Ween's Candy Hunt : 8 clue cards to cut out for a special candy hunt at home!

Congratulations!
You have been spook-tacular 

and found the last clue,
which will take you to
Al O'Ween's treasure.

It lies where the bravest 
candy hunters take a rest!

Al O'ween's fang-tastic candy hunt
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